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Introduction
The focus of this extended lesson is noticing superstructures and 
structural connections between sentences and between sections of 
longer texts. We use it when students have demonstrated success 
with smaller mystery pots and are ready to explore longer pieces and 
different genres.

Lesson Steps

Step 1
Prepare materials:

zz Print copies of the example text below and then cut the 
sentences into strips so that students can lay them out and 
reorganize them. You can likewise ask students to cut the text 
into strips for ease of reordering.

Step 2
Have small groups reorder the text, using rules of notice for text 
structure:

zz Assign students to work in pairs or triads. As they reorder the 
original text, ask them to tape the sentences in the correct 
order onto chart paper and then to use underlining, circles, and 
arrows between cues to help them sequence the sentences and 
see the overall structure. Ask them to look for and identify text 
structure cues on both the global and local level.

PURPOSE

zz To engage students in putting 
together a more extended 
text, sentence by sentence, by 
noticing and using transitions, 
structural cues, and content 
cues so that they achieve an 
understanding of how texts use 
structuring devices to achieve 
a sense of configuration and 
coherence

LENGTH

zz Approximately 45 minutes

MATERIALS NEEDED

zz A tightly structured text, such as 
one from Reader’s Digest

zz Sentences cut into strips. As 
always, if the text relates to 
your current inquiry unit topic, 
then students get a twofer by 
learning how to read various 
text structures as well as 
content!



Death on the High Seas

 1. Hunger, thirst and the Caribbean sun began to madden and kill them.

 2. The torpedo struck at dusk, changing everything.

 3. From a hospital in the Canal Zone last week came one of the grisliest tales of the war (WWII).

 4. He was lying there waiting for death when his lifeboat nuzzled into a small steamer, and 
suddenly he was once again in the land of the living.

 5. Another, in demented fury before he died, tossed the one bucket of recently caught 
rainwater overboard.

 6. In launching, the lifeboat turned over, and Kelly and his shipmates hid under it when the 
sub cut loose with deck guns.

 7. It was told by a haggard, wan-eyed, bearded sailor, who looked like a man of 50.

 8. There are grisly tales enough of death and destruction, but this one certainly takes the 
proverbial cake in terms of pure duration of human suffering.

 9. They’d been lucky so far, but after this it was all bad.

10. When things quieted down, they righted the boat and bailed it out, found that they had 
eleven cans of condensed milk, some hardtack and chocolate, a compass and a small 
dictionary with a map of the Western hemisphere.

11. They ate seaweed and some of them drank sea water, causing hallucinations.

12. On the stern of the tanker, Kelly and ten shipmates struggled frantically with a lifeboat.

13. First, somebody stole the milk and drank it all.

14. By the third week, only Kelly and another mess boy were left.

15. The cook, with $163 in his pockets, stepped casually over the bulwarks, remarking, “I’m 
just going across the street to get some pineapples.”

16. He was a mess boy named Robert Emmett Kelly, aged 17, sole survivor of a middle-sized 
tanker that a Nazi sub spotted somewhere in the Caribbean.

17. Without milk, they were afraid to eat the hardtack and chocolate.

18. Another shipmate ate a jellyfish and jumped screaming over the side.

19. “After that,” he said, “I lay down and tried to make myself comfortable, hoping I could die 
without too much more trouble.”

20. The cargo of petroleum was ablaze in an instant.

21. When his sidekick gave up, Kelly waited 36 hours before he tossed him overboard to make 
sure he was dead.

22. Kelly remembered a routine day that was shattered as night fell.

Example Text Given to Students



Death on the High Seas

 3. From a hospital in the Canal Zone last week came one of the grisliest tales of the war 
(WWII).

 8. There are grisly tales enough of death and destruction, but this one certainly takes the 
proverbial cake in terms of pure duration of human suffering.

 7. It was told by a haggard, wan-eyed, bearded sailor, who looked like a man of 50.

16. He was a mess boy named Robert Emmett Kelly, aged 17, sole survivor of a middle-sized 
tanker that a Nazi sub spotted somewhere in the Caribbean.

22. Kelly remembered a routine day that was shattered as night fell.

 2. The torpedo struck at dusk, changing everything.

20. The cargo of petroleum was ablaze in an instant.

12. On the stern of the tanker, Kelly and ten shipmates struggled frantically with a lifeboat.

 6. In launching, the lifeboat turned over, and Kelly and his shipmates hid under it when the 
sub cut loose with deck guns.

10. When things quieted down, they righted the boat and bailed it out, found that they had 
eleven cans of condensed milk, some hardtack and chocolate, a compass and a small 
dictionary with a map of the Western hemisphere.

 9. They’d been lucky so far, but after this it was all bad.

13. First, somebody stole the milk and drank it all.

17. Without milk, they were afraid to eat the hardtack and chocolate.

 1. Hunger, thirst and the Caribbean sun began to madden and kill them.

11. They ate seaweed and some of them drank sea water, causing hallucinations.

15. The cook, with $163 in his pockets, stepped casually over the bulwarks, remarking, “I’m 
just going across the street to get some pineapples.”

18. Another shipmate ate a jellyfish and jumped screaming over the side.

 5. Another, in demented fury before he died, tossed the one bucket of recently caught 
rainwater overboard.

14. By the third week, only Kelly and another mess boy were left.

21. When his sidekick gave up, Kelly waited 36 hours before he tossed him overboard to make 
sure he was dead.

19. “After that,” he said, “I lay down and tried to make myself comfortable, hoping I could die 
without too much more trouble.”

 4. He was lying there waiting for death when his lifeboat nuzzled into a small steamer, and 
suddenly he was once again in the land of the living.

Source: Adapted from “Battle of the Atlantic: Not So Hot,” TIME Magazine, April 6, 1942.

Original Ordering



Step 3
Reflect and name text structures:

zz When students are done, ask them to answer the following questions:
 { What is the overall superstructure? How do you know?
 { What are some substructures you see?
 { What structural, transitional, and content cues did you use to 

sequence the sentences?
 { How is comparison used as a substructure in this text, and what 

rules of notice helped you notice this?
 { Summarize the text in a sentence using the superstructure.
 { Provide a topic–comment statement for the text and then justify it 

with evidence from the text.

Extension
Challenge students to find a text that is tightly structured to demonstrate their 
understanding. Have them cut up their text for peers, explaining what they 
saw in the text that made them choose it. 
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